Carnet de Honeymoon
Sketches, notes & observations.
Berlin - Copenhagen - Malmo - Hamburg - Amsterdam
October & November, 2016
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We got married on October 15th, 2016.
On October 16th we went to Europe for three weeks.
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It’s my second-ever trip to Europe. Caroline’s been there dozens of
times. The plans is ten days in Berlin, then short stops in Copenhagen,
Hamburg & Amsterdam.

KLM 604, Los Angeles to Amsterdam. Two hour layover, then Amsterdam
to Berlin. We’ll return to Amsterdam at the end of the trip & fly home
from there.
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LAX

AMS

When I was a kid I loved airports. Everyone there was going someplace
exciting. They held infinte possibilites for adventure.
Then I grew up, learned what “business travel” was and entered the era
of the TSA. Airports lost a lot of their charm. But that old excitement is
fully back on this trip.

I’ve also discovered
the joy of airport
sketching. It’s nearly
perfect people watching.
It’s around 3am, Los Angeles
time, and we’re drinking airport
cafe cappuccinos to make sure
we make our connecting flight.
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Faces from the people mover,
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.
The scarf game is strong here.
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We loved the neighborhood. There was coffee, food, U-bahn stations
and shopping all within walking distance.
Being there for ten days, having a kitchen was a blessing. We shopped
at the bio-mart (local, mostly-organic grocery stores) & found incredible
yogurts, baked goods and extra-strength ginger cough drops. Less produce than you’ll find in LA at this time of year but everything they had
was delicious.
Cooking at home, while abroad, is a
great luxury.

We stayed in an
Air BnB in Kreuzberg.
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Berlin is a phenomenal cycling city. It’s not huge. It’s pretty flat.
There are dedicated left-turn lanes - with their own traffic lights - for
bikes. No joke. Left turn lanes for bikes.
Beyond that, drivers, pedestrians and cyclists all seem to have a
basic respect for each other. Pedestrians don’t walk in the bike lanes.
Bikes don’t go on the sidewalks and cars don’t race either through
intersections.
So it’s no surprise we rented bikes on our very first day.
Vines outside our window.

Also no surprise that we went to Bike 44 in Neukölln.
The bikes are 4€/day, lock included, no deposit, no tacky “RENT ME”
signs stuck on the side of your bike. They’re total beaters, as any proper
city bike should be, but well-maintained and well-loved.
As a bonus, one of the guys who runs it was wearing a Motorhead shirt
when we showed up to get them.
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My bike, for reasons unknown, had
“The Prick” painted on the downtube.
Berlin is full of
well-used bikes.
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So much beausage.

Coffeeshopping in Berlin.
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Transportation figured out, it was time to find coffee & gemutlichkeit.
“Gemutlich” roughly translates to “cozy” and that’s the best word for
Berlin in the fall & winter. Gemutlich is silver candlesticks on the tables
of nearly every restaurant, no matter how unpretentious. It’s Gluhwein,
which is a warm, spiced wine that pretty much every restaurant serves.
It’s also Apfelkuchen mit Vanillesauce - again, which every restaurant
serves. Each restaurant prepares the Afelkuchen a bit differently and you
could easily go on a pastry tour of Berlin & be very, very happy.
But that wasn’t how we started our trip. Our first “proper” German
meal was Goulash mit Spaetzle at Cafe am Neuen See, a somewhat touristy but delicious restaurant in the Tiergarten, a 520 acre wooded park
smack in the middle of the city. There’s outdoor seating next to a big
pond and very cozy fireplace seating inside if it’s cold.
And they have silver candlesticks.

Café am Neuen See

Lichtensteinallee 2, 10787

Berlin is a great coffee city. Lots of “third wave” shops, or 8th wave or
whatever we’re up to by now, with stories behind their artisanally-picked
beans.
Our real finds though were a little less hip and quite a bit more gemutlich, like No Milk Today.
It’s a proper vegan coffeeshop with lots of gluten-free options. It’s also
one of the many places where we sometimes skipped the cappuccino
in favor of Ingwertee, “ginger tea”. Ingwertee is on few menus but it’s
served just about everywhere. It’s freshly chopped ginger and hot water,
usually with honey on the side. It’s just about the most warming drink
you can get. It wasn’t long before we bought a bunch of fresh ginger at
the Bio-Mart so we could make it in our apartment.
No Milk Today has a cozy back room and a tiny nook, perfect for reading & postcard writing.

No Milk Today
Fichtestraße 3, 10967
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Café No-Gluten
Hasenheide 49, 10967
Caroline is allergic to gluten, so we couldn’t just go into any restaurant
& assume that it would work for us. Granted, sausages & potatoes are
pretty standard German foods so as long as she avoided the beer, most
“German” restaurants would work.
Turns out our apartment was within walking distance of Cafe No-Gluten and it became our favorite breakfast place when we weren’t cooking
for ourselves. The food was delicious & the owners were great. One of
them spent 15 minutes explaining to Caroline, in a combination of German & English, how to make gluten-free spaetzle.

“If you go on a trip, whether long or short,
let your sketch book take preference over
your camera. You’ll find yourself looking
and seeing more than ever before. ”
Walt Stanchfield

Zazza
Schoenleinstrasse 7b, 10967
Zazza was a big winner in comfy
chair & couch game. The coffee was
only okay, but the decor is pretty seriously gemutlich. Plus, great location.
After a few days, we started to use it
as an orienteering point. “Do we pass
Zazza, then turn left, or do we turn
before Zazza?” I think we biked past it
ten times for every time we actually
stopped in.

I’ve never met a coffeeshop that
wasn’t aces for people-sketching.
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Steel Vintage Bikes Cafe is a one-of-a-kind bike & coffeeshop that we
tried to go to three times before we got their hours right. It’s since moved
from Friedrichschain to Mitte where it has better hours & more food and
drink options. We had cappuccinos & ogled an incredible collection of
vintage racing & city bikes. I found at least three dream bikes and there
are even more on display in the new location.

“Draw ideas, not things;
actions, not poses; gestures
not anatomical structures.”
Walt Stanchfield

Their wine selection is entirely from the Moser vineyard, run by ex-pro
Franceso Moser, winner of the ‘84 Giro, ‘77 Worlds and three-time ParisRobaix winner.

Steel Vintage
Wilhelmstrasse 91, 10117
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Partially by design, but with plenty of dumb luck, we found amazing
book stores, game stores & comic shops in every city we visited.

Beyond books & comics, we didn’t do a lot of shopping but did keep
stumbling into great, niche stores.

Books, and huge German boardgames, are just not practical things to
buy when you’re living out of suitcase for three weeks but we managed
to convince ourselves that we needed a couple German books - because
the covers were so good - & some comics - because they’d be great for
helping us learn the language.
We did resist buying complete sets of Harry Potter in every country we
visited, but just barely.

do you read me?!
Auguststr. 28, 10117
All the magazines you could ask for.
Good coffee across the street.

Lesen & Lesen Lassen
Wühlischstraße 30, 10245
Small & friendly with both
German & English language
books.

Roman & Comicladen
Ebertystraße 22, 10249
Very friendly neighborhood
comic shop.
Kado
Graefestraße 20, 10967

Kado is a licorice-only candy stop. It stocks over 400 varities of licorice, which is roughly 398 more varities than I knew existed.

Spielbrett
Körtestraße 27, 10967
Our local boardgame
store while we stayed
in Kreuzberg.

I didn’t actually like licorice before walking into Kado, which I only
did because I thought there might be chocolate inside. Now I’m all-in
& perusing their online shop, figuring out how much shipping to the
States will cost.
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Wollen Berlin
Gärtnerstraße 32, 10245

Museum Island
Mitte
It’s really only the northern tip that’s full of museums but, trust me,
there’s a ton of great art to see there. Mitte, which means “center”, was
one of our favorite neighborhoods, after Kreuzberg & Friedrichschain.
1. Bode, sculpture & Byzantine art.
2. Pergamom, ancient Roman, Greek &
Babylonian art.
3. Alte Nationalgalerie, lots of German
art up to early modernism.
4. Neues, Egyptian art & archeaology.

5. Altes, Roman & Greek artifacts.
6. Berliner Dom, the Berlin Cathedral.
7. Humboldt-Box, multimedia & science
exhibitions.
8. Stadtbibliothek, largest public library
in Germany.

(Apparently the name’s a
play-on-words but neither
of us figured that out.)
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Of course we found a great local knitting store.
A good knitting store is the exact same place as a good comic or book
shop. They sell things you can just as easily get online, but thrive because of the community they build around themselves. They’re places to
hang out, nerd out and talk about super-niche things with people as into
it as you are. I love knitting shops and I’ve never knitted a single stitch.
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We rolled out with a lot of yarn for a couple projects.
Also, I am now totally into Latvian mitten patterns.
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Now that the art is out-of-the-way, can we talk German Beer?
We didn’t really find it that compelling.
I did very little museum-sketching on
this trip. I find that museum-sketching
is a solitary activty, best done when
you can spend 20 minutes looking at
a pair of hands in an otherwise unremarkable painting.
That kind of focus makes for great
study, but terrible social interaction.

Of all the work we saw, one of the most
remarkable to me was a huge Manet in
the Alte. “In the Conservatory “ is well
known & I’d seen it in photographs but
it’s incredibly striking in person.
Making it even more compelling is a
photograph hung near it showing a group
of Allied soldiers uncovering it from a
Nazi bunker after the Second World War.
The bunker was filled with gold & hundreds of stolen artifcacts and is the most
Indiana Jones thing I have ever seen in
my life.
Berlin is not a city that hides its past
and, because of it, is one of the most
interesting cities I’ve ever been to.

It seems like there are,
basically, two beers served
eveywhere - a dunkel and a
weiss, brewed the same way
they’ve been brewed since
the 1500’s.
“Craft beer” wasn’t a thing
we found a lot of.
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One exception to this was
Hops & Barley, a very cool &
contemporary brew pub with
several different proprietary
beers on tap.

Another surprising thing was the ubiquity of the Radler, which is a
beer-lemonade combination that, believe it or not, is really good. Story goes, it dates back to the 1920’s when it was called a “Radlermass” or
“cyclist litre”.

Cross-country biking was big then back then and Franz Kugler, an
innkeeper in Deisenhofen, built a bike path from Munich to his inn 12
miles away.

One day in June, 13,000 cyclists supposedly showed up, hot & thirsty.
Kugler had to think fast before he ran out of beer.
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One day I’m going to be a “regular” at an old-school bar. Just me & my
sketchbook, nursing eine kleine Radler and drawing all day long.

He had a bunch of lemon soda that wasn’t selling, so he mixed that with
the beer & pitched it as lighter, sugary pick-me-up, perfect for getting the
cyclists safely back to Munich.

It’s probably apocryphal, but it’s a great story and I’m already looking forward to long, hot, summer bike rides.
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Right around the corner from our apartment was “Kirche aum Sudstern”. We saw it every time we walked to the U-Bahn station & I was sure
it was a pretty important cathedral.
I took off early one morning to draw it & hopefully learn more about
it. Turns out “Kirche am Sudstern” just means “Church on the Southside”
and that it’s nothing special at all.

It’s one heck of a nice
“nothing special” building.
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Kaiser Wilhelm Church,
Charlottenburg

The north side of the
Church on the Southside.

Kaiser Wilhelm Church was built in
the 1890s and heavily damaged by a
bombing raid in 1943. The remains are
still standing & have been turned into an
anti-war memorial.
It sits in a touristy & upscale part of
town & it’s one of the buildings that
makes Berlin feel special. It manages to
visualize over 100 years of history and
the effects of two world wars, including
the rebuilding & reconciliation afterwards.

Next door sits a newer,
much more modern church
where we, through random
luck, were able to see the
Berlin Philharmonic perform.
They played the church’s
humongous pipe organ,
which was gobsmacking.
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All too soon, but excited for more new sights we were off to Copenhagen on the first of our three big train trips - Berlin to Copenhagen,
Copenhagen to Hamburg & Hamburg to Amsterdam.
Our German friends thought that it was ridiculous and that we should
just fly, which is faster & often cheaper. But for a couple of Americans
raised on Merchant Ivory films & Paul Theroux books, train travel in
Europe is way too romantic to pass up.

SWEDEN

NORWAY

Copenhagen

4
Malmo

3

Hamburg
2

Kaiser Wilhem.

1

5
Berlin

Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

BELGUIM

GERMANY

Berlin-to-Copenhagen: 7 hours.
Copenhagen to Hamburg: 5 hours.
Hamburg to Amsterdam: 5 hours.
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Berlin to Copenhagen.
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True to the national stereotypes, the Germans trains, including the
U-Bahn, were on-time to the minute. They also had assigned seats & the
most logical boarding instructions I’ve ever seen.
On the flip-side, the website for pre-purchasing tickets feels straight
out of 2002 and so widely acknowledged to be frustrating that nearly
every German we spoke to on the train brought it up.

On the way to Copenhagen we talked to a Norwegian woman
who spoke both excellent German & English - or so we thought
until she told us the train was about to drive into a boat.
Either her English was breaking down or she was taking the piss.
Turns out neither. The train did, in fact, drive into a boat - a boat
with train tracks inside it. Then we ferried across the North Sea to
Denmark. You’re not allowed to stay on the train when the train is
on the boat, so we went to the cafeteria and ate frites with mayo.
On a boat. With a train inside.
Back on dry land we moved back to the train and were off to
Copenhagen.

Wating on trains.
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Ferry passengers.
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Copenhagen, Denmark
1. Apartment
2. Granola
3. Rist Coffee
4. Melee
5. Rapha Copenhagen
6. Mermaid Statue
7. Contra Coffee
8. Larry Vs. Harry Bike
Shop

9. Comic Shop
10. Train Station
11. Art Store.
12. Island Fort
13. Cykelmageren
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Our apartment was on Værnedamsvej, a tiny street in “Little Paris”
complete with several flower shops, bakeries, restaurants and one of my
favorite coffeeshops of the trip.
We spent four days in Copenhagen & it’s
the city we explored the least.
Partially that’s because we were in a
great apartment in a great neighborhood,
partially due to a head cold.

After Berlin, the restaurants
felt expensive, but we had
some of our best meals here.

Granola

Værnedamsvej 5
1819 Frederiksberg C

Right outside our front door,
we ate here several times.
Great breakfasts, sidewalk
seating, always busy

Melee

Martensens Alle 16,
1828 Frederiksberg C

Maybe our favorite fancy dinner of the trip.
Incredible wine list and
super-friendly servers.
Irma
Norway’s Trader Joe’s.
All the labels are confusing
but the food was excellent.
Your number one stop for
Jordskokk* soup.

*Jerusalem artichoke
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Rist Kaffeebar
Værnedamsvej 4B, 1619 København

Denmark doesn’t use the Euro and the mental math of Kroner to dollars was a little too tough for me to do on-the-fly.

Very small & very third-wave, I throughly enjoyed every coffee from
Rist. I enjoyed their cinnamon rolls even more. Cinnamon rolls are my
new passion, thanks to Rist. I’ve yet to have a better one.

Is 70 Kroner too much for a cappuccino & a cinnamon roll? No idea.
It sure felt worth it.
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We spent a very touristy day walking to the Kastellet and the Little
Mermaid statue, the Den lille Havfrue. The Kastellet is one of Europe’s
best-preseved “star fortresses” and dates back to the mid-1600s.
Nearby is the awesomely-named Churchillparken. I guess if you’re
going to dedicate a park to Winston Churchill, what else would you call
it? It holds a couple war memorials and St. Alban’s Church. St. Alban’s is
lovely but so oddly proportioned that it feels like a full-size cathedral,
shrunk down to a tiny neighborhood chapel. It’s almost a trick of force
perspective. I tried to draw its oddity but couldn’t quite capture it.
Regulars

So here’s one of the gates to the Kastellet.

Rist is “roast” in Danish.
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Turns out that Copenhagen pretty much closes down on Sundays,
which we didn’t know or plan for. Luckily Malmo, Sweden is a scant 40
km away.

On the train crossing the Øresund Bridge.

We only spent a couple hours in Malmo but we found Science Fiction
Bokhandeln, a great geeky bookstore with titles we’ve never seen in the
States. We managed to get out without buying everything in sight but my
big prize was “Nordiska Vasen” a sketchbook by a Swedish artist named
Johan Egerkrans. He has a couple art books translated into English that
are well-worth tracking down.
Oh, and there was Swedish Harry Potter. Luckily, our suitcases were
already full, or we’d have gotten the entire series.

Copenhagen

Denmark

Saltholm

Malmo

Sweden
Øresund Bridge
Science Fiction
Bokhandeln
Södra Förstadsgatan 26

Øresund

We totally geeked-out because it’s the eponymous bridge in “Broen |
Bron” a Danish/Swedish “Nordic Noir” TV drama we binged on earlier
this year.
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On our next trip, we’ll try to visit get a few more weekdays in Copenhagen and make a trip north to the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art. It’s
a 45-minute train trip from Copenhagen and is Denmark’s most-visited
art museum.
A friend recommended the museum but I was certain I’d heard the
name wrong. I hadn’t. The story is that the original owner of the museum
had three wives (not at the same time) all named “Louise”.
Plus we didn’t even make it to Stockholm, and we only spent a couple
hours in one city in Sweden. Yeah, we’ll get back before too long.

The next day we were on a train
again, this time to Hamburg.
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Sketching out train windows & listening to audiobooks is a great way
to travel.
Next trip idea: Take the entire Trans-Siberia Railroad and draw the
whole journey.
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We spent two days in Hamburg visiting a friend.
It was a blast having a local show us around his
favorite haunts. Plus his English is roughly 700 times
better than my German so it was nice having another English speaker around.

Außenalster

Hamburg is the second busiest port in Europe as
measured in TEUs, which are those big metal boxes
carried by transport ships. We spent part of a rainy
day down by the docks watching ships and wandering through the old canals.
Hamburg, Germany
1. Our
friend’s
apartment
Central
Congress
2. Big Lebikeski bike shop
5-7, 20095
3. Steinstrasse
Comicladen-Kollektiv
4. L’Orient restaurant
5. Public
Public Coffee
Roasters
Coffee
6. Wexstraße
Birkenstock Store
28, 20355

7. Central Congress
8. “Rodeo Drive” Hamburg
Hamburg
9. Chilehaus building
10. Rialto restaurant
11. Kunstantiquariats Joachim Lührs

Binnenalster
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Our first night we went to L’Orient for Lebanese food. We shared a
bunch of plates and some excellent wine. The next night we stayed in,
cooked dinner together, drank ridiculously strong German liquer and
played Kniffel.
Grassl’s Gebirgs-Enzian. 80
Proof. Pretty much undrinkable.

Helbing Hamburgs Kummel.

The Kummel is quite delicious. Dating back to the 1830’s, it’s a Hamburg-produced caraway seed, fennel & cumin liqueur that’s great
served cold in a tiny glass.
A glass of Kummel and a cup full of dice and you’re ready for an exciting evening of Kniffel.

Turns out, Kniffel is just German Yahtzee.
One of the many old brick buildings by the
canals in the Speicherstadt neighborhood.
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Hamburg didn’t disappoint for food, coffee or shopping. Top picks
include:
L’Orient
Osterstraße 146
Lebanese food, apparently
voted the 3rd most interesting
restaurant in Hamburg.

Rialto
Michaelisbrücke 3, 20459 Hamburg
Our Hamburger friend is a lawyer &
this is his regular “business lunch”
place. Realy good schnitzel.

Kunstantiquariats Joachim Lührs
Michaelisbrücke 3
Chock full of old posters, music
scores, fine art prints, zines, political
broadsheets, rare books, maps and
I don’t even know what else. You
could spend three hours here & not
see half of what they have.

Central Congress
Steinstraße 5-7
Imagine a cross between an
IBM boardroom from 1965 and
the War Room from Dr. Strangelove. Now imagine that it
serves cocktails.

Public Coffee Roasters
Wexstraße 28
Small, smart baristas and it
appears to be a hangout for the
local bike messengers.
Pretty much perfect.

Breakfast & postcards as we get ready to hit the road again.

His

Hers
And of course we went to the
Birkenstock store.
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And then we were off to our final stop, Amsterdam.

Cold train platform.
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Hamburg to Amsterdam.
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Amsterdam, Netherlands

We arrived in a rainy Amsterdam & proceeded to walk our butts off for
three straight days. It’s an amazing place. The canals, immobile as they
are, seem to have shaped the city into something that’s neither entirely
old & mercantile nor new & efficient. The heart of the city is tiny and
while there were a million bikes on the streets, we found walking to be
the simplest way to get around.
The rain kept me from drawing every canal front we passed, but I
woke up early on our second morning to draw out our window overlooking the Prisengracht canal.

1. Our apartment
2. Cafe des Fles
3. Rijksmuseum
4. Van Gogh Museum
5. Lambiek
6. Anne Frank House

7. Sweet Cup
8. Cafe George
9. Tempo Doeloe
10. Back to Black
11. Rapha Amsterdam
12. De Oude Kerk
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As usual, we found some great coffee, great food and one excellent
comic book shop.
All of the obvious places
to go are absolutely worth
it. The Van Gogh Museum,
the Anne Frank House and
the Rijks Museum all lived
up to the hype. They were
all crowded and busy and
loud & I’d go back to every
one in a heartbeat.

Tempo Doeloe
Utrechtsestraat 75, 1017 VJ
Amsterdam has a large Indonesian population (due to colonialism & the
importance of the Dutch East India Co.) and therefore lots of Indonesian
food. We snuck into Tempo Doeloe without a reservation & snagged a
tiny table right by the kitchen. Tiny tables are usually no problem, but we
were sharing a rijsttafel, “rice table”, which turned out to be around 40
small plates of food I’d never heard of, along with a variety of rice preparations. It’s sort of like Indonesian Dim Sum and it’s a treat.
George
Willemsparkweg 74, 1071 EN
Less exotic but just as good was George, which felt like a New York-style
French bistro (set in Amsterdam) close to the Rijks Museum. We took a
long lunch here after a lot of walking. Probably very busy during lunch
or dinner hours but it was perfect for a leisurely late lunch & cappuccino.

Lunch at George.

Scandinavian Embassy Coffee
Sarphatipark 34, 1072 PB
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The amount of world-class art in Amsterdam is mind-boggling. Appropriately, the city also holds Europe’s oldest comic shop.

Lambiek
Koningsstraat 27 1011 ET
The guys who run it are super-nice and know their books. We were
offered coffees upon entering and spent probably an hour looking at
obscure bande dessines, sketchbooks and original art. Even though our
bags were overflowing, we walked out with a couple titles that seemed
different enough that they’d not get US distribution. It’s in the old city
center, just outside the the red-light district, which is way skeezier than
I’d expected.

The Rijks Museum deserves special mention for being simply phenomenal. The building is huge & imposing and the collection is vast
& thorough. Also, it has some of the goofiest museum store items I’ve
ever seen.
Playmobil figures of Rembrandt’s The Night Watch? How do you even
process that? Note, they are on my bookshelf right now (pictured on
the facing page).
The only thing better had to have been Vincent Van Gogh’s Potato
Eaters potato chips. Potato Eaters potato chips. I can’t tell if I’m impressed or horrified.
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I tried to do a little more city sketching in the
mornings, leaving early, grabbing a coffee and
sitting beside the canals but we got just enough
rain that this is the most I can show for it.
I suppose we’ll have to go back.
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One of the best experiences of our trip was at Cafe des Fles, a little
basement bistro on the Prinsengracht canal.
The first night Caroline was laid up with a head cold so I went alone
with my sketchbook. I drew all during dinner and the waitress kept coming by to see how the sketches were going. As I moved on to after-dinner
coffee Ron, the owner, came by with a bottle of Danish bitters and we
started chatting. Soon enough the restaurant slowed down & I was at the
bar, drinking Jutterje with the staff and talking about America, Europe,
travel, bicycles, art, Dutch authors...
Caroline & I went back the next night & met the owner’s wife & kids.
We sat down to a meal at the bar got to know a bunch of strangers, all
thanks to a sketchbook.

Cafe des Fles
Prinsengracht 955, 1017 KL
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And then we were on our way home. Four countries, five major cities,
a couple trains, some rental bikes & a lot of cappuccinos. And a lot of
new experiences, new foods, books and sights. We had the opportunity
to meet new people in new places and see the world the way they do.
Berlin was different from Copenhagen, which was different from
Hamburg and Amsterdam. They were all different from Los Angeles and
different in ways that prompt you to ask why and whether some of those
differences might come home with you.
When Caroline last went to Berlin she was charmed by the silver
candlesticks in the restaurants and we’ve had a silver candlestick on
our dinner table ever since. We light it for most meals, even the simple
ones and even for breakfast sometimes. It helps us remember to sit & eat
together, because meals are important.
From this trip I’m trying to bring home the power of my sketchbook
to show me where I am, whether I’m at home or away. Sitting to sketch
forces me to see what I’m drawing, which is different than just looking at
it. And maybe, sometimes, the sketches will start conversations. I’ll talk
to someone I might not have otherwise. That’s valuable.

Thanks for joining us on this trip through this sketchbook.
Get out there & travel, as near to or as far from home as you like. And
share it.

Ron,
Cafe des Fles
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Die Hochzeitsreise.
October 16 - November 05, 2016.

Nor have we been up here.

Berlin, Germany
Copenhagen, Denmark
Malmo, Sweden
Hamburg, Germany
Amsterdam, Netherlands

We grew up
around here.

12,338 miles flown & trained between six cities in five countries, not
counting public transportation.
516,532 (roughly) steps taken and 221 miles walked.

Los Angeles, CA, USA

Not sure how far we biked, but we biked a lot.
70-ish cappuccinos drunk.
Books read:

Los Angeles,
Where we live with
three cats & a dog and
dream about going
other places as often as
we can.

A Game of Thrones
Time Travel: A History
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold
The Vorrh
A Hundred Thousand Words,
The Broken Hours: A Novel of H.P. Lovecraft

Podcasts listened to:
Suprisingly few. We didn’t try that hard to stay caught up.
We’ve never been here.
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